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Abstract
In this paper, we study the asymptotic behaviors of implied volatility of an affine
jump-diffusion model. Let log stock price under risk-neutral measure follow an affine
jump-diffusion model, we show that an explicit form of moment generating function
for log stock price can be obtained by solving a set of ordinary differential equa-
tions. A large-time large deviation principle for log stock price is derived by applying
the Ga¨rtner-Ellis theorem. We characterize the asymptotic behaviors of the implied
volatility in the large-maturity and large-strike regime using rate function in the large
deviation principle. The asymptotics of the Black-Scholes implied volatility for fixed-
maturity, large-strike and fixed-maturity, small-strike regimes are studied. Numerical
results are provided to validate the theoretical work.
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1 Introduction
Point process models the arrival times of events in many applications. Affine point pro-
cess (or affine jump-diffusion model, or affine point process driven by a jump-diffusion) is a
point process whose event arrival intensity is driven by an affine jump-diffusion (Duffie et al.
(2000)). An affine point process can be further characterized as self-exciting or mutual-
exciting. A self-exciting process means a jump increases the probabilities of occurrence
of future jumps in the same component; while a mutual-exciting process increases the
jump intensity in other components as well. Because affine point process has compu-
tational tractability, there have been many applications in finance and economics, such
as Aı¨t-Sahalia et al. (2015); Errais et al. (2010); Zhang et al. (2015) . Aı¨t-Sahalia et al.
(2015) obverse jumps in stock markets extend over hours or days and across multiple mar-
kets. A self-exciting (in time) and mutual-exciting (in space) process is capable of capturing
such clustering patterns. Errais et al. (2010) uses affine point processes to model the cumu-
lative losses due to corporate defaults in a portfolio. They assume jump occurrence times
are default times; while the jump sizes are the portfolio losses at defaults. They use index
and tranche swap rates before and after Lehman Brothers’ bankruptcy to conduct a market
calibration study. Their results indicate the empirical importance of self-exciting property
of a loss process. Meanwhile, they show a simple affine point process is able to capture
the implied default correlations during the month when Lehman defaulted. Zhang et al.
(2015) establishes central limit theorem and a large deviation principle for affine point pro-
cesses. By using these limits, they derive closed-form approximations to the distribution
of an affine point process. The large deviation principle helps to construct an importance
sampling scheme for estimating tail probabilities.
Affine point process includes the linear Markovian Hawkes process as a special case
Hawkes (1971b,a). Hawkes process has wide range of applications in various domains
such as seismology Ogata (1988), genome analysis Reynaud-Bouret et al. (2010), social
network Crane and Sornette (2008), modeling of crimes Mohler et al. (2011) and finance
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Bacry et al. (2015) (Bacry et al. (2015) provides a comprehensive survey of applications of
Hawkes process in finance).
Option pricing problems have been well studied when the underlying follows jump-
diffusion process. Back to 1970s, Merton (1976) proposes a jump-diffusion process and
assumes the jump size follows a log normal distribution. They show an European option
can be written as a weighted sum of Black-Scholes European option prices. Later Kou
(2002) assumes the jump size follows a double exponential distribution and a closed-form
solution is provided.
As to the underlying follows an affine jump-diffusion point process or has Hawkes
jumps, option pricing problems are much less studied. This is because of the closed form
solution of option pricing is no longer available. For instance, Ma et al. (2017) studies
the a vulnerable European option pricing problem assuming underlying asset and option
writer’s asset value both following the Hawkes processes. However, as the analytic solutions
are unavailable, they implements the thinning algorithm to compare the proposed model
performance versus other models.
An alternative way is to study option pricing problems at large-time regime; that is
when the option maturity is large. One way to characterize the asymptotic behavior of
option pricing at large-time regime is to derive the rate function using Ga¨rtner-Ellis theo-
rem. Forde and Jacquier (2011) studies the large-time asymptotic behaviors of European
call and put option under Heston stochastic volatility model. They derive the large-time
large deviation principle for the log return of underlying over time-to-maturity by applying
the Ga¨rtner-Ellis theorem. At the same time, they derive the asymptotic Black-Scholes
implied volatility at large-time. Later similar work has been extended to other stochastic
volatility models, such as the SABR and CEV-Heston models Forde and Pogudin (2013)
and a class of affine stochastic volatility models Jacquier et al. (2013).
In this paper, we are to study the asymptotic behaviors of implied volatility of an affine
jump-diffusion model. This article is organized as followings: In Section 2.1, we derive the
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moment generating function of the affine jump-diffusion model as the solutions of a set of
ordinary differential equations by using Feynman-Kac formula. In Section 2.2, we obtain
the large-time large deviation principle of the log return of the stock price under risk-neutral
measure by using Ga¨rtner-Ellis theorem. In Section 2.3, we characterize the asymptotic
behaviors of the implied volatility in the large-maturity and large-strike regime using rate
function in the large deviation principle. In Section 2.4, we study the asymptotic of the
implied volatility for fixed-maturity, large-strike and fixed-maturity small-strike regimes. In
Chapter 3, we conduct numerical studies to validate the theoretical work. Lastly, conclusion
remarks are in Chapter 4.
2 Affine jump-diffusion model
We assume the underlying stock St under the risk-neutral measure Q follows an affine
jump-diffusion model:
dSt
St−
= σdWQt + (dJt − λtµY dt), (2.1)
where
Jt =
Nt∑
i=1
(eYi − 1), (2.2)
where Yi are i.i.d. random jump sizes independent of Nt and W
Q
t and µY = E[e
Y ] − 1.
Yi follows a probability distribution Q(da). We assume that Nt is an affine point process
which has intensity λNt = α+ βλt at t > 0 and λt satisfies the dynamics:
dλt = b(c− λt)dt+ σ
√
λtdBt + adNt. (2.3)
We make following basic assumptions that are required for modelling an affine jump-
diffusion model:
Assumption 1. 1. a, b, c, α, β, σ > 0.
2. b > aβ. This condition indicates that there exists a unique stationary process λ∞
which satisfies the dynamics (2.3).
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3. 2bc ≥ σ2. This condition implies that λt ≥ 0 with probability 1.
Also we assume that Bt is independent of W
Q
t . Therefore the log stock price under the
risk-neutral measure via St = S0e
Xt is
Xt = −1
2
σ2t+ σWQt − µY
∫ t
0
λNs ds+
Nt∑
i=1
Yi. (2.4)
We can write Nt =
∑
i=1 1{Ti≤t} and Lt =
∑
i≥1 Yi1{Ti≤t} where Tn is the n-th jump
time of Nt. It is well-known that the two dimensional processes (λ,L) are Markovian on
D = R+ × R+ with a infinite generator given by
Lf(λ,L) = b(c− λ)∂f
∂λ
+
1
2
σ2λ
∂2f
∂λ2
+ (α+ βλ)
∫
R+
(f(λ+ a, L+ y)− f(λ,L))Q(dy) (2.5)
for a given function f : R+ → R with twice continuously differentiable and for all λ ∈ R+,
| ∫
R+
f(L+ y, λ+ a)Q(dy)| <∞.
2.1 Moment generating function for Xt
In this section, we compute the moment generating function for Xt. The result is
summarized in following Lemma 2.
Lemma 2. The moment generating function for Xt is
E[eθXt ] = e(−
1
2
θσ2+ 1
2
θ2σ2−θµY α)t+D(t;Θ)λ+θ3L+F (t;Θ) (2.6)
where θ ∈ R, Θ = (θ1, θ2, θ3) ∈ R3 and D(t; Θ), F (t; Θ) satisfy the following ordinary
differential equations


D′(t; Θ) + bD(t; Θ)− 12σ2D2(t; Θ)− β
∫
R+
(eD(t;Θ)a+θ3y − 1)Q(dy) − θ1 = 0,
F ′(t; Θ)− bcD(t; Θ)− α ∫
R+
(eD(t;Θ)a+θ3y − 1)Q(dy) = 0,
D(0;Θ) = θ2, F (0;Θ) = 0.
(2.7)
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Proof. Given any θ in R, the moment generating function for Xt is
E[eθXt ] = E
[
e
θ
(
− 1
2
σ2t+σWQ
t
−µY
∫
t
0
λNs ds+
∑Nt
i=1
Yi
)]
= e(−
1
2
θσ2+ 1
2
θ2σ2−θµY α)tE[e−θµY β
∫
t
0
λsds+θLt ].
(2.8)
For any Θ = (θ1, θ2, θ3) ∈ R3, we assume
E[eθ1
∫
T
t
λsds+θ2λT+θ3LT |λt = λ,Lt = L] = u(t, λ, L) := u(t, λ, L,Θ). (2.9)
By applying Feynman-Kac formula, we have


∂u
∂t + b(c− λ)∂u∂λ
+12σ
2λ∂
2u
∂λ2
+ (α+ βλ)
∫
R+
(u(t, λ+ a, L+ y)− u(t, λ, L))Q(dy) + θ1λu = 0,
u(T, λ, L,Θ) = eθ2λ+θ3L.
(2.10)
Let us try a solution in the form of u(t, λ, L) = eA(t;Θ)λ+B(t;Θ)L+C(t;Θ), then A(t; Θ), B(t; Θ), C(t; Θ)
satisfy the following ordinary differential equations


A′(t; Θ)− bA(t; Θ) + 12σ2A2(t; Θ) + β
∫
R+
(eA(t;Θ)a+B(t;Θ)y − 1)Q(dy) + θ1 = 0,
B′(t; Θ) = 0,
C ′ + bcA(t; Θ) + α
∫
R+
(eA(t;Θ)a+B(t;Θ)y − 1)Q(dy) = 0,
A(T ; Θ) = θ2, B(T ; Θ) = θ3, C(T ; Θ) = 0.
(2.11)
Then we have u(s, λ, L) = eA(s;Θ)λ+θ3L+C(s;Θ) and A(s; Θ), C(s; Θ) satisfy the following
ordinary differential equations


A′(t; Θ)− bA(t; Θ) + 12σ2A2(t; Θ) + β
∫
R+
(eA(t;Θ)a+θ3y − 1)Q(dy) + θ1 = 0,
C ′ + bcA(t; Θ) + α
∫
R+
(eA(t;Θ)a+θ3y − 1)Q(dy) = 0,
A(T ; Θ) = θ2, C(T ; Θ) = 0.
(2.12)
Let f(t, λ, L) := f(t, λ, L,Θ) := E[eθ1
∫
t
0
λsds+θ2λt+θ3Lt |λ0 = λ,L0 = L]. Consider u(t, λt, Lt)
in (2.9) and u(t, λt, Lt)t≤T is a martingale only if
∂u
∂t + Lu = 0 and u(T, λT , LT ) =
6
eθ2λT+θ3LT . Let u(t, λ, L) = f(T − t, λ, L) and make the time change t→ T − t to change
the backward equation to the forward equation, we have


−∂f∂s + b(c− λ)∂f∂λ
+12σ
2λ∂
2f
∂λ2
+ (α+ βλ)
∫
R+
(f(s, λ+ a, L+ y)− f(s, λ, L))Q(dy) + θ1λf = 0,
f(0, λ, L,Θ) = eθ2λ+θ3L.
(2.13)
We try f(s, λ, L) = eD(s;Θ)λ+E(s;Θ)L+F (s;Θ), then we have D(s; Θ), E(s; Θ), F (s; Θ) satisfy
the following ordinary differential equations


D′(t; Θ) + bD(t; Θ)− 12σ2D2(t; Θ)− β
∫
R+
(eD(t;Θ)a+E(t;Θ)y − 1)Q(dy)− θ1 = 0,
E′(t; Θ) = 0,
F ′ − bcD(t; Θ)− α ∫
R+
(eD(t;Θ)a+E(t;Θ)y − 1)Q(dy) = 0,
D(0;Θ) = θ2, E(0;Θ) = θ3, F (0;Θ) = 0.
(2.14)
Finally we have f(s, λ, L) = eD(s;Θ)λ+θ3L+F (s;Θ) and D(s; Θ), F (s; Θ) satisfy the following
ordinary differential equations


D′(s; Θ) + bD(s; Θ)− 12σ2D2(s; Θ)− β
∫
R+
(eD(s;Θ)a+θ3y − 1)Q(dy) − θ1 = 0,
F ′(s; Θ)− bcD(s; Θ)− α ∫
R+
(eD(s;Θ)a+θ3y − 1)Q(dy) = 0,
D(0;Θ) = θ2, F (0;Θ) = 0.
(2.15)
2.2 Large deviation principle for Xt
In this section, we derive the following theorem which describes the large-time asymp-
totic behaviors of the moment generating function and the distribution function of the log
stock price in the regime where the maturity is large and the log-moneyness is of the same
order as the maturity. We refer readers to Dembo and Zeitouni (1998) for formal definition
of large deviation principle and the applications.
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Theorem 3. (Large Deviation Principle for Xt). Under Assumption 1, Q(
1
tXt ∈ ·) satis-
fies a scalar large deviation principle on R+ with the following rate function
I(x) = sup
θ∈R
{
θx−
(
1
2
σ2θ2 −
(
1
2
σ2 + µY α
)
θ + bcy(θ) + α
(
eay(θ)E[eθY ]− 1
))}
, (2.16)
where y(θ) is the smaller solution of the equation
− by + 1
2
σ2y2 + β(E[eay+θY ]− 1)− θµY β = 0. (2.17)
Proof. From (2.8) and (2.15) we know (θ1, θ2, θ3) = (−θµY β, 0, θ) and, for any θ ∈ R, we
have:
E[eθXt ] = e(−
1
2
θσ2+ 1
2
θ2σ2−θµY α)tE[e−θµY β
∫
t
0
λsds+θLt]
= e(−
1
2
θσ2+ 1
2
θ2σ2−θµY α)t+D¯(t,θ)λ+θL+F¯ (t,θ).
(2.18)
where D¯(t; θ) and F¯ (t; θ) satisfy the following ordinary differential equations


D¯′(t; θ) + bD¯(t; θ)− 12σ2D¯2(t; θ)− β
∫
R+
(eD¯(t;θ)a+θy − 1)Q(dy) + θµY β = 0,
F¯ ′(t; θ)− bcD¯(t; θ)− α ∫
R+
(eD¯(t;θ)a+θy − 1)Q(dy) = 0,
D¯(0; θ) = 0, F¯ (0; θ) = 0.
(2.19)
Thus, from (2.18) we have
Λ(θ) : = lim
t→∞
1
t
logE[eθXt ]
=
1
2
σ2θ2 −
(
1
2
σ2 + µY α
)
θ + λ lim
t→∞
D¯(t; θ)
t
+ lim
t→∞
F¯ (t; θ)
t
,
From (2.19), one can see that
Γ(D, θ) := −bD + 12σ2D2 + β
∫
R
(eaD+θy − 1)Q(dy)− θµY β
= −bD + 12σ2D2 + β(E[eaD+θY ]− 1)− θµY β.
Next we want to find the range of θ such that
Γ(y, θ) = −by + 1
2
σ2y2 + β(E[eay+θY ]− 1)− θµY β = 0 (2.20)
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has a solution of y(θ). We know that
Γ′y(y, θ) = −b+ σ2y + aβeayE[eθY ],
Γ′′y(y, θ) = σ
2 + a2βeayE[eθY ]
and we find that Γ′′y(y, θ) > 0, so Γ(y, θ) is convex and Γ
′
y(y, θ) is increasing in y. Clearly
we have lim
y→−∞
Γ′y(y, θ) = −∞ and limy→+∞Γ
′
y(y, θ) = +∞, so there exists a unique yc(θ)
which satisfies the following equation,
− b+ σ2yc + aβeaycE[eθY ] = 0. (2.21)
We take the derivative of yc(θ) on θ,
y′c(θ) = −
aβeayc(θ)E[Y eθY ]
σ2 + a2βeayc(θ)E[eθY ]
(2.22)
And we can rewrite Γ(yc(θ), θ)
Γ(yc(θ), θ) = G(θ) := −byc(θ) + σ
2
2
y2c (θ) + βe
ayc(θ)E[eθY ]− β(θµY + 1) (2.23)
Now we arrive at find the scope of θ such that G(θ) ≤ 0. Take the derivative of G(θ) on θ,
G′(θ) = β
(
eayc(θ)E[Y eθY ]− µY
)
(2.24)
G′′(θ) =
σ2βeayc(θ)E[Y 2eθY ] + a2β2e2ayc(θ)(E[Y 2eθY ]E[eθY ]− E[Y eθY ]2)
σ2 + a2βeayc(θ)E[eθY ]
(2.25)
By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we can get G′′(θ) > 0, so G(θ) is convex, and G′(θ) is
increasing. Further, with the fact that lim
θ→−∞
yc(θ) =
b
σ2
from (2.21), we can easily see
that lim
θ→−∞
G′(θ) < 0, so we just need to judge whether θc exist such that G
′(θc) = 0. We
discusses in two cases.
Case one: lim
θ→+∞
G′(θ) ≤ 0, in this case, only lim
θ→+∞
G(θ) < 0 can make the function
has a solution, and the unique solution θmin satisfies

θ = 2(aβ+σ
2)yc+ασ2y2c−2aβ+2b
aβµY
,
−b+ σ2yc + aβeaycE[eθY ] = 0.
(2.26)
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lim( + ) G( )<0
lim( + ) G( ) 0
Figure 1: Case one
Case two: lim
θ→+∞
G′(θ) > 0, in this case G′(θc) = 0 has a unique solution θc. And
G(θc) is the minimum of G(θ). We write θmin and θmax for the two solutions for equation


G(θ) = −byc(θ) + σ22 y2c (θ) + βeayc(θ)E[eθY ]− β(θµY + 1) = 0,
−b+ σ2yc + αβeαycE(eθY ) = 0.
(2.27)
0
G
()
cmin max
G(
c
)>0
G(
c
)=0
G(
c
)<0
Figure 2: Case two
1. If lim
θ→+∞
G(θ) < 0, then when θ ≥ θmin in (2.26), G(θ) ≤ 0.
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2. If lim
θ→+∞
G′(θ) > 0, then when θ ∈ [θmin, θmax], G(θ) ≤ 0.
Therefore for θ ∈ [θmin, θmax] (in Case one, θmax −→ +∞), we have
Λ(θ) = lim
t→∞
1
t
logE[eθXt ] =
1
2
σ2θ2 −
(
1
2
σ2 + µY α
)
θ + bcy(θ) + α
(
eay(θ)E[eθY ]− 1
)
.
When θ /∈ [θmin, θmax], this limit is ∞.
We are to check two conditions for Ga¨rtner-Ellis theorem. The first condition is essential
smoothness. By differentiating the equation (2.20) with respect to θ, that is when θ →
θmin(max), then y → yc, and
∂y
∂θ
=
β(µY − eayE[Y eθY ])
−b+ σ2y + aβeayE[eθY ] → +∞.
The second is 0 ∈ [θmin, θmax]. As [θmin, θmax] is the range of θ such that equation (2.20)
has a solution of y(θ). When θ = 0, the equation becomes
Γ(y, 0) = −by + 1
2
σ2y2 + βeay − β = 0. (2.28)
It is straightforward to see that y = 0 is the solution, therefore 0 ∈ [θmin, θmax].
Upon applying Ga¨rtner-Ellis theorem (refer to Dembo and Zeitouni (1998) for the defi-
nition of essential smoothness and statement of Ga¨rtner-Ellis theorem), Q(1tXt ∈ ·) satisfies
a large deviation principle with rate function
I(x) = sup
θ∈R
{
θx−
(
1
2
σ2θ2 −
(
1
2
σ2 + µY α
)
θ + bcy(θ) + α
(
eay(θ)E[eθY ]− 1
))}
.
2.3 Asymptotics of implied volatility in large-maturity and large-strike
regime
In this section, we use the rate function in the large deviation principle for Xt to
characterize the asymptotic behaviours of implied volatility in large-maturity and large-
strike case.
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Consider an European call option with maturity T and strike K is given as
C(K,T ) := D(T )E
[
(ST −K)+
]
,
where ST is the underlying stock price at maturity T and D(T ) is the discount factor. One
should notice the corresponding put option price P (K,T ) can be found straightforwardly
using call-put parity. C(K,T ) indicates the dependence on the maturity T and strike K.
Let F0 = EST be the forward price of underlying stock. For a given F0, the log moneyness
k is related to strike by
k := log(K/F0), (2.29)
so K(k) = F0e
k is the strike at log moneyness k. The Black-Scholes implied volatility with
log moneyness k and at maturity T is defined as σBS(k, T ) which uniquely solves
C(K(k), T ) = CBS(k, σBS(k, T )), (2.30)
where
CBS(k, σ) = D(T ) (F0Φ(d+)−K(k)Φ(d−)) and d± = −k
σ
√
T
± σ
√
T
2
,
and Φ is the normal cumulative distribution function. Similarly, as to an European put
option, its implied volatility σBS(k, T ) that uniquely solves
P (K(k), T ) = PBS(k, σBS(k, T )), (2.31)
where
PBS(k, σ) = D(T )(K(k)Φ(−d−)− F0Φ(−d+)).
Theorem 4. In the joint regime of large-maturity, large-strike with k = log(K/S0) (T →
∞, |k| → ∞), the implied volatility σBS(k, T ) approaches the limit
lim
T→∞
σ2BS(xT, T ) = σ
2
∞(x), (2.32)
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where
σ2∞(x) =


2(2I(x) − x− 2
√
I2(x)− xI(x)) x ∈ (−∞, xL) ∪ (xR,∞)
2(2I(x) − x+ 2√I2(x)− xI(x)) x ∈ [xL, xR]
(2.33)
where I(x) is defined as (2.16) and
xL = −
(
1
2
σ2 + µY α
)
+ (bc+ aα)
β (µY − E[Y ])
aβ − b + αE[Y ], (2.34)
and
xR =
(
1
2
σ2 − µY E[eY ]α
)
+
(
bc+ aE[eY ]α
) E[eY ]β (µY − E[Y¯ ])
aE[eY ]β − b + E[e
Y ]αE[Y¯ ]. (2.35)
Proof. First, let us give a more explicit expression for I(x) in (2.16). Note that
I(x) = θ∗x− Λ(θ∗),
Let ddθ I(x) = 0, where x = Λ
′(θ∗) so that
σ2θ∗ −
(
1
2
σ2 + µY α
)
+ bcD′(θ∗) + αD′(θ∗)eaDE[eθ
∗Y ] + αE[Y eaD+θ
∗Y ] = x,
which gives that
D′(θ∗) =
x+ 12σ
2 + µY α− θ∗σ2 − αE[Y eaD+θ∗Y ]
bc+ αeaDE[eθ∗Y ]
.
On the other hand, take the derivative of equation Γ(D(θ), θ) = 0 on θ,
−bD′(θ) + σ2D(θ)D′(θ) + βE
[
(aD′(θ) + Y )eaD(θ)+θY
]
− µY β = 0,
that is
D′(θ)
(
σ2D(θ)− b+ aβE[eaD(θ)+θY ]
)
= µY β − βE[Y eaD(θ)+θY ].
Therefore we can solve for θ∗ and D(θ∗) from the following equations:


x+ 1
2
σ2+µY α−θ
∗σ2−αE[Y eaD+θ
∗
Y ]
bc+αeaDE[eθ∗Y ]
(
σ2D(θ∗)− b+ aβE[eaD(θ∗)+θ∗Y ])
= β
(
µY − E[Y eaD(θ∗)+θ∗Y ]
)
−bD(θ∗) + 12σ2D(θ∗)2 + β
(
E[eaD(θ
∗)+θ∗Y ]− 1)− θ∗µY β = 0.
(2.36)
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Second, let us define the share measure Q¯ as
dQ¯
dQ
∣∣∣∣
Ft
=
St
S0
= eXt . (2.37)
Note that
St
S0
= e−
1
2
σ2t+σWQ
t
−µY
∫
t
0
λNs ds+
∑Nt
i=1
Yi
= e−
1
2
σ2t+σWQ
t ·
Nt∏
i=1
eYi
E[eY ]
· elogE[eY ]Nt−µY
∫
t
0
λNs ds.
Thus, under the share measure Q¯,
X¯t =
1
2
σ2t+ σW Q¯t − µY
∫ t
0
λ¯N¯s ds+
N¯t∑
i=1
Y¯i, (2.38)
where Y¯i are i.i.d. and according to Q¯ so that it has the probability distribution
eY
E[eY ]
dQ
and N¯t is an affine point process with intensity
λ¯N¯t = E[e
Y ]λNt .
Thus, Q¯(1t X¯t ∈ ·) satisfies a large deviation principle with
I¯(x) := sup
θ∈R
{θx− Λ¯(θ)},
here
Λ¯(θ) := lim
t→∞
1
t
logE[eθX¯t ] =
1
2
σ2θ2+
(
1
2
σ2 − µY E[eY ]α
)
θ+bcD¯(θ)+E[eY ]α
(
eaD¯(θ)E[eθY¯ ]− 1
)
,
where D¯(θ) is the smaller solution of the equation
− bD¯(θ) + 1
2
σ2D¯(θ)2 + E[eY ]β
(
E[eaD¯(θ)+θY¯ ]− 1
)
− θµY E[eY ]β = 0. (2.39)
As a corollary, Q¯(−1t X¯t ∈ ·) satisfies a large deviation principle with the rate function
I¯(−x). Moreover, for any x ∈ R and for any sufficiently small δ > 0,
P
(
x− δ < X¯t
t
< x+ δ
)
= E
[
eXt1
x−δ<
Xt
t
<x+δ
]
,
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which implies that
I¯(x) = I(x)− x.
Third, following the similar lines in Corollary 2.4 in Forde and Jacquier (2011), we have
I(x)− x =


− limT→∞ 1T logE[(ST − S0exT )+] for x ≥ xR,
− limT→∞ 1T log(S0 − E[(ST − S0exT )+]) for xL ≤ x ≤ xR,
− limT→∞ 1T logE[(S0exT − ST )+] for x ≤ xL,
(2.40)
from which we can compute that
xL = Λ
′(0), xR = Λ¯
′(0). (2.41)
Take derivative of Λ(θ),
Λ′(θ) = σ2θ −
(
1
2
σ2 + µY α
)
+ bcD′(θ) + αeaD(θ)
(
aD′(θ)E[eθY ] + E[Y eθY ]
)
. (2.42)
From equation (2.36), we have
D′(θ) =
β
(
µY − E[Y eaD(θ)+θY ]
)
σ2D(θ)− b+ aβE[eaD(θ)+θY ] ,
and D(0) = 0 from E[eaD] = 1, so
D′(0) =
β (µY − E[Y ])
aβ − b . (2.43)
Take equation (2.43) into equation (2.42), we have
xL = Λ
′(0) = −
(
1
2
σ2 + µY α
)
+ (bc+ aα)
β (µY − E[Y ])
aβ − b + αE[Y ].
Similarly, take derivative of Λ¯(θ),
Λ¯′(θ) = σ2θ +
(
1
2
σ2 − µY E[eY ]α
)
+ bcD¯′(θ) + E[eY ]αeaD¯(θ)
(
aD¯′(θ)E[eθY¯ ] + E[Y¯ eθY¯ ]
)
.
(2.44)
Besides, from equation (2.39) we have
D¯′(θ) =
βE[eY ]
(
µY − E[Y¯ eaD¯(θ)+θY¯ ]
)
σ2D¯(θ)− b+ aβE[eY ]E[eaD¯(θ)+θY¯ ] ,
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and D¯(0) = 0 from E[eaD¯] = 1, so
D¯′(0) =
βE[eY ]
(
µY − E[Y¯ ]
)
aβE[eY ]− b . (2.45)
Take equation (2.45) into equation (2.44), we have
xR = Λ¯
′(0) =
(
1
2
σ2 − µY E[eY ]α
)
+
(
bc+ aE[eY ]α
) E[eY ]β (µY − E[Y¯ ])
aE[eY ]β − b + E[e
Y ]αE[Y¯ ].
In summary,
xL = Λ
′(0) = −
(
1
2
σ2 + µY α
)
+ (bc+ aα)
β (µY − E[Y ])
aβ − b + αE[Y ].
xR = Λ¯
′(0) =
(
1
2
σ2 − µY E[eY ]α
)
+
(
bc+ aE[eY ]α
) E[eY ]β (µY − E[Y¯ ])
aE[eY ]β − b + E[e
Y ]αE[Y¯ ].
Fourth, it follows from Corollary 2.14 in Forde and Jacquier (2011) that in the joint
regime of large-maturity, large-strike with k = log(K/S0) (T →∞, |k| → ∞), the implied
volatility σBS(k, T ) approaches the limit
lim
T→∞
σ2BS(xT, T ) = σ
2
∞(x),
where
σ2∞(x) =


2(2I(x) − x− 2√I2(x)− xI(x)) x ∈ (−∞, xL) ∪ (xR,∞)
2(2I(x) − x+ 2√I2(x)− xI(x)) x ∈ [xL, xR]
.
2.4 Asymptotics of implied volatility in fixed-maturity, large-strike and
small-strike regimes
In this section, we are to use Lee’s moment formula (Lee (2004)) to derive the asymp-
totics for the Black-Scholes implied volatility in fixed-maturity, large-strike (K →∞) and
small-strike (K → 0) regimes.
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Define
p˜ := sup
{
p : EQ[S1+pT ] <∞
}
, (2.46)
and
q˜ := sup
{
q : EQ[S−qT ] <∞
}
. (2.47)
Following lemma gives an explicit formula relating the right-hand (or large-K or positive-
x) tail slope and the left-hand (or small-K or negative-x) tail slope to how many finite
moments the underlying possesses.
Lemma 5. (Lee (2004)) For k = log(K/S0). Let βR := lim sup
k→+∞
σ2
BS
(k)
|k|/T and βL := lim sup
k→−∞
σ2
BS
(k)
|k|/T .
Then βR ∈ [0, 2] and βL ∈ [0, 2] and
p˜ =
1
2βR
+
βR
8
− 1
2
,
q˜ =
1
2βL
+
βL
8
− 1
2
,
where 10 :=∞. Equivalently,
βR = 2− 4(
√
p˜2 + p˜− p˜),
βL = 2− 4(
√
q˜2 + q˜ − q˜),
where the right-hand expression is to be read as zero, in the case p˜ =∞ or q˜ =∞.
Theorem 6. In the joint regime of fixed-maturity, large-strike (small-strike) with k =
log(K/S0) (|k| → ∞), the implied volatility σBS(k, T ) approaches the limit
lim sup
k→+∞
σ2
BS
(k, T )
|k|/T = 2− 4(
√
p˜2 + p˜− p˜), (large strike),
lim sup
k→−∞
σ2
BS
(k, T )
|k|/T = 2− 4(
√
q˜2 + q˜ − q˜), (small strike),
(2.48)
where p˜ and q˜ are described by∫ ∞
0
dD¯
H(D¯; p˜− 1) = T ;
∫ ∞
0
dD¯
H(D¯;−q˜) = T ;
and
H(D¯; p) := −bD¯ + 1
2
σ2D¯2 + β
∫
R+
(eD¯a+py − 1)Q(dy)− pµY β.
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Proof. We just need to find the p˜ and q˜ in (2.46) and (2.47) for ST in (2.1). Say p˜ + 1 is
the largest p such that E[epXT ] <∞. From (2.18), we know
E[epXT ] = e(−
1
2
pσ2+ 1
2
p2σ2−pµY α)T+D¯(T ;p)λ+pL+F¯ (T ;p).
where D¯(T ; p) and F¯ (T ; p) solve a set of ODEs. According to the ODEs (2.19), we see
F¯ (T ; p) is determined by D¯(T ; p), so E[epXT ] < ∞ ⇐⇒ D¯(T ; p) < ∞ and the critical p˜ is
the value of p such that D¯(T ; p) =∞.
As D¯(t; p) solves the ODE in (2.19)


D¯′(t; p) = −bD¯(t; p) + 12σ2D¯2(t; p) + β
∫
R+
(eD¯(t;p)a+py − 1)Q(dy) − pµY β := H(D¯; p),
D¯(0; p) = 0.
(2.49)
Define D¯′(t; p) = H(D¯; p),
∫ D¯(T ;p)
D¯(0;p)
dD¯
H(D¯; p)
=
∫ T
0
dt = T. (2.50)
Therefore the critical p˜ = p + 1 satisfies
∫∞
0 dD¯/H(D¯, p) = T as D¯(T ; p) = ∞ for such
critical value. For a given maturity T , we can find a p which satisfies
∫ ∞
0
dx
−bx+ 12σ2x2 + βeaxE[epY ]− β − pµY β
= T. (2.51)
Similarly, the critical q˜ = −q satisfies ∫∞0 dD¯/H(D¯, q) = T .
Remark 7. Numerical examples are provided in later sections to verify the existence of p
values for different T ’s in (2.51).
3 Numerical study
In this section we provide some numerical study results. The strength of the self-exciting
process is controlled by a in (2.3) and β in the intensity function λNt . Therefore we choose
different a and β values to study how these two parameters affect the rate function and
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the implied volatility. a is chosen to be 0.05, 0.5 and 1 and β is chosen to be 0.1, 0.25 and
0.5. For all numerical studies, we defined the jump size Y ∼ N (0, σ2). Other parameters
are b = 1, c = 0.05, α = 1, σ2 = 0.1 and δ2 = 0.1.
Figure 3 shows the rate function for selected a values. One should notice as a increases,
the growth rate of I(x) increases. This is expected as more rare events occur when a
increases, so the rate function I(x) tends to converges slowly. Right figure is the zoom-in
of left figure and it shows the minimums do not coincide. Rate function I¯(x) is shown in
Figure 4 and it has similar behaviors as I(x) in Figure 3. Figure 5 shows the asymptotic of
implied volatility in the large-maturity and large-strike case for different a values. Affine
point jump-diffusion model is able to capture the implied volatility smiles in this regime.
Forde and Jacquier (2011) finds similar implied volatility smiles for Heston model in the
same regime. Consider the At-The-Money cases when x = 0, the ATM volatility increases
as a increases. It is because the rare events occur more frequently so the implied volatility
is higher. In addition, the growth rate of the implied volatility into In-The-Money/Out-
The-Money increases as a increases.
Numerical results for different β values are shown in Figure 6, 7 and 8. Because the
parameter β controls the strength of the self-exciting process intensity, so varying β has
similar effects as varying a.
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Figure 3: Left: I(x) for a = 0.05, 0.5 and 1; Right: Zoom-in of left figure near I(x) = 0.
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Figure 4: Left: I¯(x) for a = 0.05, 0.5 and 1; Right: Zoom-in of left figure near I¯(x) = 0.
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Figure 5: σ2∞(x) for a = 0.05, 0.5 and 1.
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Figure 6: Left: I(x) for β = 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5; Right: Zoom-in of left figure near I(x) = 0.
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Figure 7: Left: I¯(x) for β = 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5; Right: Zoom-in of left figure near I¯(x) = 0.
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Figure 8: σ2∞(x) for β = 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5.
Numerical examples in fixed-maturity large, small-strike and large-strike are presented.
Left figure in Figure 9 shows the ratio of Black-Scholes implied volatility to log-moneyness
in the fixed-maturity and large-strike regime for different a values; while right figure dis-
plays the ratio in the fixed-maturity and small-strike regime. The maturity T is chosen
within a reasonable range. In both figures, we observe that, for a given T , the ratio of
implied volatility to log-moneyness increases as the self-exciting intensity parameter a in-
creases. It is interesting to point out that, in these regimes, the ratio of Black-Scholes
implied volatility to log-moneyness decreases as maturity increases. This is practically
observed on an implied volatility surface. Results for various values of β’s are provided in
Figure 10. We obtain similar results because β controls the strength of the self-exciting
process as well.
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Figure 9: Left: lim sup
k→+∞
σ2
BS
(k,T )
|k| (fixed-maturity large-strike) for a = 0.05, 0.5 and 1; Right:
lim sup
k→−∞
σ2
BS
(k,T )
|k| (fixed-maturity small-strike) for a = 0.05, 0.5 and 1.
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Figure 10: Left: lim sup
k→+∞
σ2
BS
(k,T )
|k| (fixed-maturity large-strike) for β = 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5;
Right: lim sup
k→−∞
σ2
BS
(k,T )
|k| (fixed-maturity small-strike) for β = 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5.
4 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we study the asymptotic behaviors of implied volatility of an affine jump-
diffusion model. Let Xt = log(St/S0) and St follows an affine jump-diffusion model under
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risk-neutral measure. By applying the Feynman-Kac formula, we compute the moment
generating function for Xt. An explicit form of the moment generating function can be
found by solve a set of ordinary differential equations. A large-maturity large deviation
principle for Xt is obtained by using the Ga¨rtner-Ellis Theorem. We characterize the
asymptotic behaviors of implied volatility for Xt in the joint regime of large-maturity and
large-strike regime. We use Lee’s moment formula to derive the asymptotics for Black-
Scholes implied volatility in the fixed-maturity, large-strike and fixed-maturity, small-strike
regimes. Numerical studies are provided to validate the theoretical work. We observe the
volatility smiles in the joint regime of large-maturity and large-strike. As the self-exciting
intensity parameter (a or β) increases, which means more rare events tending to occur,
the ATM volatility increases and volatility smile tends to be more convex. Ratios of
Black-Scholes implied volatility to log-moneyness in fixed-maturity large, small-strike and
large-strike regimes are shown. For a given maturity T , as the self-exciting parameter
(a or β) increases, the ratio of implied volatility to log-moneyness increases. In these two
regimes, we observe the ratio of implied volatility to log-moneyness declines as the maturity
increases and this is usually detected on an implied volatility surface in practice.
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